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Family
Reunion

True to every issue this one holds alot of fun adventures by 
everyone. How wonderful for the brothers to enjoy a few days 
fishing trip to Canada.  Let me know about your fun summer, 
and I will be happy to print it.  Enjoy and be safe.

The Mages Family would like to extend our deepest sympathy to 
Kathy, Curt, Kristen, Suzanne and Michelle upon the death of 
Kathy's Dad.  He is smiling upon you while enjoying Christ's 
loving arms around him.  

Love to all and God Bless.  Linda
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July Birthdays
Brennen Rath July 01
Gina Andersen July 02
Dawn Plath July 04
Josephine Wagner July 05
Cameron Wagner July 06
Luke Mages July 15
Lisa Schmitz July 18
Adam Butler July 19
Jasmine Miller July 20
Kristen Mages July 22
Jane Mages July 23
Martin Mages July 23
Nolan Gall July 29

News Deadline
20th of each month.

Send articles and photos 
to Linda

lindagall@rocketmail.com

www.magesonline.com

Coming Events

July 13,2013-Wedding of Amanda and John

July 16,2013- New baby for Stevie and Melanie

Juyl 28,2013- Nascar races with David Fischer

August 03-04,13- Mages Fest at John and Cindy's farm 
near Belgrade.

August 24,2013- Kodet Sister's Day in Morton, Mn. 
Senior Citizen Center.  

August 12,2013- Concert in the Park, Mages Family 
Band

August 16,2013- Black Diamond's at Sleepy Eye Corn 
Days

August 17,2013- Black Diamond's at Fischer Resort 
Paynesville, Mn.

September 14 & 15-2013- Sister's Weekend at Emerald 
Hideaway.

November 30,2013- Mages Family Christmas at Holy 
Rosary Catholic Church in North Mankato.

December 28, 2013- Wedding of Steven Mages and 
Melanie Herkenhoff

January 17 thru 25.2014- Mages family trip to  Puerto 
Rico

May 2015- Mages family trip to Italy
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A Special Hello to my  Grandson Tobi Mages  
From Grandma Barbara!!!!!

A special hello to our German cousins, 
Helmut, Birgit, Andi, Hannah and Tobi

JulyAnniversaries
Rick and Jane Mages July 17

40 years
Larry and Debbie Fischer July 11

32 years
Dean and Donna Nelson July 28

29 years
Curt and Kathy Mages July 12

29 years
Mike and Amy Mages July 29

24 years
Shane and Becky Wilson July 18

21 years
Jeremy and Kari Mages July 15

13 years
Aaron and Erica Mages July 23

08 years
Alan and Julia Strand July 06

07 years
David and Samantha Nelson July 27 

01 year

July 07 & July 08,2013- Sleepy Eye Community Theatre 
Presents Eclipesed
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Justin Morneau Arthritis Benefit Auction 
Matt and Larry Mages were auctioneers at the Minnesota Twin's, Justin Morneau Casino Night at International 
Market Square in Minneapolis on June 2nd. This year's benefit collected over $150,000 for children's arthritis 
research. Larry and Matt shared the stage with KARE 11's Rena Sariginopolis and Eric Perkins. Many of the 
Minnesota Twins and Minnesota Wild were in attendance, as well as several Mn Vikings. Chad Greenway 
chatted with Matt in the silent auction line. On Aug 2nd we will do an auction for the Twin's wives benefit for 
the disabled Veterans at "Toby Keith's" in St Louis Park. The connection is that Justin Morneau married Krista 
Marten from Winthrop, Mn just a few miles from our house.  Larry

Top right picture is Matt and Justin. 
Lower left is Eric Perkins, Larry, Rena 
 Sariginopolis and Matt.  Middle right 
is Larry, Rena and Matt.  Lower right 
is Larry, Matt and Rena. 
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My Dearest Ol Lady Mrs Fonzy, 
I must say ol girl that you have made a big mistake testing me. As your Roxie 
weeps for her foxie, I am putting foxie into more and more harrowing 
predicaments. Needless to say, I was quite upset when my demands were not met 
at London Bridge. What I'm doing to Foxie now, is nothing compared to what will 
happen to him in the future. I demand a manscript of your new book "The secrets 
to Raising A Happy Family", immediately or Roxie's little friend will go through 
needless terrible experiences. When the fireworks make their first blast over 
Sleepy Eye lake on the 3rd, drop the manuscript into the remote control boat 
that pulls up to the shore at North park. (Hint) Better hurry if you plan on 
snatching Foxie from the jaws of the lion. Ha ha haa ha haa ha haa ha

Oh Where-Oh Where Is Foxie

Right photo- From the foxnapper.  
                  OH NO!!!!!!!!!!!!
Note that Foxie is in Micky's hand.  
Well at least it looks like they are 
showing Foxie a great time at 
DisneyLand.  

From a Worried 
Mrs. Fonzy

Dear Mr. Superstition Mountain Foxnapper,
     I am so worried for FOXIE.
     I Can't fulfill that ransom.  I just can't write a book in time.  Is there Something else I 
can do?
     PLEASE DON'T HURT FOXIE!!!!!!!
     Roxie is so sad.  Petey, her turtle friend is even sad.
     Could you call me?  I need to hear Foxie howl, bark, squeak for me and Roxie.

Mrs. Fonzy
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Mages Fest – 2013-John and Cindy
This year Mages Fest will be held at John and Cindy’s farm near Belgrade on August 3rd and 4th. Bring your campers, fish houses, tents or whatever to sleep in. As Saturday night will once again be Mages Fest. So come ready to sing and play along.  You can camp in the yard if you want elec. Or down by the lake without elec. or bring along a generator.  Saturday evening we will have supper around 7:00. Grills will be available. Sunday we will have rolls and coffee for breakfast and potluck at noon. There is Mass in Belgrade Sunday morning at 8:30 or you can go in Paynesville Saturday evening at 4:00 pm.  This year anniversaries are Rick and Jane 40 years.  Tom and Sharon 25 years. We will provide plates, utensils, cups, napkins, juice, coffee, water and rolls. Bring along food to grill, potluck for Sunday, your own beverages to drink, lawn chairs and whatever you need for camping. 
Hope to see you all in August.  John and Cindy 

Address is 38268 County RD 175 Belgrade MN 56312    Phone 320 248 1908 cell  
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On Sunday June 9th Leo Vincent Mages, son of Matt and Sarah Mages and Brynlee Jean Rath, daughter of 
Brennen and Emily Rath, were baptized in a double ceremony at St Gregory the Great Catholic Church in 
Lafayette. a reception was held at Grandpa and Grandma Larry and Maggie Mages' house. Godparents are: 
Leo's - Ed and Monica Mages. Brynlee's - Matt and Sarah Mages 

Baptism of Leo Mages and Brynlee Rath

Leo Mages 
Family

Brynlee Rath 
Family

Upper left,  Emily and 
Brynlee.
Upper right, Matt and Leo
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Lac Seul, Ontario 
Joe Gall said, "what's going to be the next big adventure?" Well, I told him "I've never been fishing in 
Canada." Thankfully, Joe didn't let it go at that. He checked the internet and made a few calls and before 
you know it, he was wondering who would be interested in going along. As it ended up 7 brothers and 
Lonny Wendinger went along. Joe had been planning on going, but a serious illness of his friend, the 
groundskeeper at North Links golf course, where Joe helps with the mowing, put the golf course in a tough 
spot. Joe offered to put in extra hours to help out with that situation. Going on the trip were Dan, Duane, 
Rick, John, Jeff, Tom, Larry, and Lonny Wendinger. 
The weather turned out to be magnificent, it was calm and in the 70s each day we were there. The resort 
had very nice facilities and new 19' boats. Dan also had his boat along. One of the highlights of the trip 
were the shore lunches we had two days in a row. Rick, John, and Jeff brought along everything needed to 
put on a feast on the shore of any island of your choosing. Everybody chipped in helping out with cleaning 
fish, gathering wood, slicing onions, getting food out. Before long we ate bacon, beans, potatoes, onion 
rings, and best of all, fresh walleyes and northerns. 
The fishing was a bit early, as the ice first went out just several weeks before we got there. With all the fish 
we ate and threw back, because they were either too big (slot limit) or too small, we did end up with 
catching our limit both days. The limit in Canada with the big license is 4 walleyes in possession. We always 
ate fish at breakfast and noon. I think I was expecting that everything would be lunkers and you'd have a 
fish on your line every five minutes, but instead it was all pretty normal. We were 600 miles north of home at 
140 mile long, Lac Seul, near Ear Falls, Ontario. I guess next time we'll have to fly-in and go 1000 miles 
north of home. The biggest fish we caught were 4 pound walleyes and 8 pound northerns. 
Time went by pretty quickly as we played cards most of the way there and back in the motorhome. Every 
tank of gas, someone else would drive. The trip each way took 14 hours, as we stopped for sit down meals 
along the way. Dan and John flew to within 100 miles of Lac Seul (Ear Falls airport was closed), as Dan 
wanted to experience international flight and see how difficult it was to enter a foriegn country. Everything 
went quite smoothly for them. 
Next year, THE AMAZON!
Larry

The Brothers Invade Canada

Tom, John, Jeff, Lonny Wendinger, 
Duane, Dan, Rick and Larry



Canada Continued
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Duane

Larry

John and Jeff with fish

Tom and 
Duane

Lonny

Rick, Tom and Dan

Shore 
Lunch
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More of the Brothers in Canada
Dan and Duane

Above, Lonny, Rick and Larry
Below is Rick and his fish and Lonny

Tom and Dan 
Jeff and John

Rick and John

Tom, John and Jeff Lonny and Rick



Silverius M. Becker- May He Rest In Peace
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The names at the bottom right that didn't print well Joseph, 
Jonathan and Michala Becker.  Sorry for the error



Silverius Becker Continued
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Thank You  
 
On behalf of the Becker family and our family, we would like to thank all of you for your kind 
expressions of sympathy over the loss of our beloved dad, father-in- law, and grandpa.  The gift 
of the angel figurine and surrounding wreath and the candle are beautiful and will serve as a 
reminder of our treasured memories.  Thanks to all of you who also travelled to New Prague to 
join us for the visitation and/or funeral Mass.  We appreciated your presence.   
 
Knowing Dad’s kidneys were failing, our hope was that he could live life as fully as possible for 
as long as possible.  And by God’s grace he was able to do that, staying in his own home up until 
his death. He was a week away from his 85t h birthday and 59th anniversary.  In his final hours, 
our family had time to gather, say our good-byes, and be at his side as he peacefully passed from 
his earthly life to his new life in heaven.  
 
Again, thank you, 
Kathy and Curt, Kristen, Suzanne, and Michelle    
 
Photo caption:   
 
Granddaughter, Kelsey Becker painted this picture from a photo of Dad as he husked sweet corn 
out on the farm with a cat and his dog, Clancy, at his side.  The old milk cans belonged to Dad 
and the cattails depict the nature we all appreciated so much out on the farm. 
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In April of 2013 Dylan finished his last days of 
College at Ridgewater. He graduated with a 
two year Agronomy Tech Degree. He is now 
doing what he loves and working for a Farmer 
south of Grove City as his hired man and is 
also employed by Pioneer Seeds as a 
Salesman. 
On June 12th. We all went out for supper to 
celebrate at Hog n the Road in Grove City and 
had cake and ice cream at our house 
afterwards. Here is Dylan, with his John Deere 
Cake. We celebrated with the Family he now 
works for, Steve, Conni and their Daughter 
Courtney, Grandma Barbara, Grandma and 
Grandpa Nelson, David and Sam, Dean and 
Donna , And Dylan's two college roommates, 
Spencer and Evan. Congratulations Dylan. 

Dylan Graduates From 
Ridgewater

Jack and Paul Mages Team- Submitted by a Proud 
Grandma Mages
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The Old Days on the Kodet Farm-By Mom
    My Mother and Dad had a family of nine children, three sons, and six daughters.  
Emil, then Johanna, Lydia, Edward, Martha, Barbara, (Me), Adella, Mary Lou, and last 
but not least  Alois Jr.  I was number six.  
     My room upstairs had two beds in it, so I shared a room with Johanna, Adella and 
Mary Lou.  We were on the NE corner of the house, so we could look out on the big 
barn, the old barn, the granary, the hen house, and other small buildings.  We could 
watch the activity on the farm.  
     I remember when Mother would varnish the stairway.  She was so proud of the way 
it looked, so she'd varnish it every three or four years to keep it looking good.  Varnish 
at that time was not fast drying, so we could not use the stairs for a couple of days.  
How we loved that, a ladder would be set up, so we would go up to the roof on the 
porch and into a window to get to our rooms.
     When I think back, I realize us little kids really used our imaginations.  We couldn't 
wait for Dad, and the boys to shell the corn in the corn crib.  When they did we would 
get brooms, and Adella and I would sweep out the one side of the crib, and play house. 
 We'd divide it, and draged boxes, dolls, toy dishes, and stuff out there.  Mary Lou 
always  helped too, but Martha was a little older, and she'd come to visit.  We'd go out 
to the tank in the grove where the junk was kept, and bring in cans, and anything we 
could find to set up our corn crib household. We had a “stove,” and  “coffee pot,” and 
we would make mud pies, and pretend.  Mother, and the older sisters would come, and 
visit, and we'd serve them pies, and coffee.
     One time we went to wash our muddy hands and “kettles,” down by the big stock 
tank.  Dad caught us, and really scolded us, he told us that the horses and cows didn't 
like to drink dirty water, so he gave us a pail to take water out of the tank, and wash up 
that way.  We never washed in the stock tank again.  We liked to watch  as the horses 
were led out of the barn, and drank water, so we thought that made sense.  We spent 
a lot of the summer in the corn crib.  The breeze would come through, and it was very 
pleasant.  Another thing we'd like to do is play in the grove.  We'd rake the leaves 
aside, and make roads to drive our wagon on, and rake out big squares, and make 
farms.
     One of my first chores was to bring in cobs, and wood to start the cook stove fire in 
the morning.  In the winter I'd go in the basement to get cobs, but otherwise I'd go, and 
pick up cobs by the corn crib, and sticks in the grove.  Another chore I had was wiping 
dishes.  I'd generally sneak out after dinner, and someone would have to get me from 
the corn crib, and I would wipe those dishes pretty fast.  You can tell I didn't like that 
job too well.
     Another game we liked to play was “Cops and Robbers,” or else you could call it, 
“Cowboys and Indians.”  Emil had made us some guns out of wood.  We would use a 
rubber band cut from an inner tube, and stretch it on the gun, and there was a trigger 
of some sort, so we would play in the barn. Someone would be IT, and the rest would 
hide.  So we could try, and get IT with our guns before they got us.  I remember hiding 
in the horse’s manager, under the oats box, and getting IT before they got me.  The 
horses got pretty used to us.  More next time.  Mom
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Rick, Brianna, and Chrissy Take on the DR!
Kristin’s June 2nd blog post, Life This Life

So the highlight of the last couple weeks has by far been a visit from my uncle Rick and cousins Brianna and 
Chrissy (“that would be the daughters of Rick and Jane, grandchildren of Barbara and the late Alphonse…” 
hehe, gotta love those introductions!) After all the stress and craziness of the end of the school year, prep for 
the summer and the anticipation that I’ll be leaving in a couple months, some quality Mages time was exactly 
what I needed!

Anyways, the three of them arrived to the DR last Wednesday (in the midst of a tropical storm) and were here 
at the home Thursday morning within less than 24 hours of their plane touching down. I was excitedly 
waiting for them that morning just hoping that my directions (look for a giant Presidente sign, turn right at a 
roadside shack, etc.) would get them here safely when I saw a car pull in and I ran out to greet them! They 
did a great job navigating and were here by mid-morning. So we started off by taking a tour of the grounds. 
We went to the school and hung out with first grade for a while. Then we went up to all of the houses and 
looked around there and even had the Dominican specialty of sancocho for lunch in Santa Ana. The girls also 
got lucky as Brianna had thought to bring some dulces to share… Plus I think my favorite part was kid after 

kid pulling me over to ask if the man I was with was: 1) my dad or 2) my dad’s twin. I had almost forgotten 
how much those Mages brothers look alike and especially Rick and my dad. The kids DEFINTIELY caught 
onto that as well…They have good memories for sure!Later that afternoon, after showing them around the 
home, we took off for San Pedro and did a little tour there. We checked out the cemetery (apparently all of us 
Mages’ agree that checking out cemeteries in other countries is a great way to get some insight on the 
culture), happened to see a funeral procession and drove by the baseball stadium. Then, of course, we had to 
make a quick pit stop for ice cream before heading over to Bayahibe where their resort was. That evening we 
took full advantage of the resort by experiencing some fine dining at the Italian place and catching the 
evening show, La Pareja Ideal, plus we had to check out the bar and we got some yummy mojitos! It was a 
great start to the relaxing :)

On Friday morning, we got up, had an amazing breakfast (make-your-own omelet style) and then spent the 
entire day on an excursion to Isla Saona. This island is rumored to be one of the best snorkeling spots in the 
DR plus has a beach that can be described no other way than a tropical paradise. We took a big catamaran out 
to the island and started off by going through the national park area and seeing some starfish. Then we went 
to an abandoned, GOREGOUS beach for awhile to do some snorkeling. For lunch, we hopped over to 
another beach on the island attached to the village of Mano Juan. I think our favorite part of this stop was 
getting to go into the school there and see the kids. Since Brianna teaches kindergarten, it was especially 
interesting for her and she even met a student named Brianna! The kids all sang the National Anthem for us 
and were happy to take a couple photos together. We finished up with some more crazy-awesome snorkeling 
and then headed back to the resort for an evening of Spanish food and a Michael Jackson show. Not to 
mention, we were all fried to a CRISP and redder than tomatoes.

Saturday was the last day I got to spend with them as I had to head back to NPH to be with the kids on 
Mother’s Day on Sunday (all the tias got the day off, so the volunteers filled in as the caregivers for the day!) 
We started off the morning on the beach (after finally getting some towels at the towel shack) and then 
switched over to the jacuzzi a little later. We also found the crepe bar and had fun watching some of those 
cheesy resort audience-participation activities leisurely from our beach chairs as we tried to stay in the shade 
as much of possible (did I mention we got super super sunburnt?!?) Around 3:00pm that afternoon, we 
hopped back in the car and headed back to San Pedro to drop me off and on Sunday, the crew went back to 
MN in order to be there for Memorial Day.Overall, it was an awesome couple days! For me, it was a great 
break and it felt really good to see some of the Mages’! Also, it was once again a reminder, that I am so 
blessed to: 1) have a family and 2) have a family that cares so much about each other. I couldn’t be happier! 
Thanks Rick, Brianna, and Chrissy for an awesome couple days!!!!
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Rick and Chrissy walking in the 
forground among the palms at the 

resort.

Chrissy, Brianna, Rick and Kristen

Chrissy, Kristen and Brianna
Chrissy, Brianna and Rick with the 

children

Dominican Republic with Kristen
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Hey Mages family,
Another summer and that means another Sleepy Eye Community theatre production. This year 
we are trying something we have never done before...a murder mystery dinner theatre called 
"Eclipsed!" The show dates are Sunday, July 7 and Monday, July 8 at 6pm at the Orchid Inn in 
Sleepy Eye. Tickets are $25. and include the show and a 4 course meal with beverage. 
Appetizers begin at 6pm, seating at 6:15pm, and show at 6:30pm. The show will be interrupted 
so salad, main course, and dessert may be served. There will also be wine included :) The 
storyline involves the disappearance of an expensive diamond necklace and the murder of some 
very key players. The audience will be involved in figuring out who the murderer is and you 
may even be questioned by thee judge, Henrietta Quarter. It is a non musical, however, there 
will be some live piano music provided throughout the meal. So if you are looking for an 
evening of fun and good food and spirits, come check it out! You should know that there is only 
seating for 96 people each performance so if you think you want to go, I would get tickets 
sooner rather than later. Tickets will be on sale June 26-July 5. You can get tickets by 
contacting the box office between 9am-1pm, Monday-Friday. The phone number is 
507.794.7873. Tables are not reserved so if you would like to sit with family or friends, make 
sure to come early so you can get a table to share. I hope to see some of you there!
Brianna 

Sleepy Eye Community Theatre-Brianna Mages

Come join the Black Diamond Band this summer and sing along... Sleepy Eye Corn Daze: 
Friday, Aug 16th at Allison Park on south side of Sleepy Eye Lake from 5-7:30pm. Fischer 
Resort Resturant: Saturday, Aug 17th on Rice Lake near Paynesville from 7-11pm. Deb 
Fischer

Black Diamonds's Shedule

It has been a long time since I have given you a cookbook update.  I am now correcting 
and proof reading for the third time.  Mom does it first, and then I go through it twice 
more. I am now correcting the corrections, so I ask of you to start thinking about how 
many copies you want.  You will not have much notice when the time comes.  As of 
now there are around 300 pages in the cookbook.  You will be asked to pay for them 
when you order them, as it will be a lot of money for me to put out.  I do not know at 
this time what the price will be.  Gina will be going over the cookbook one more time 
after I get done with it, and then it will be sent to the printer, and then we will find out 
how much it will cost.  Depending on the cost will help us make the final decision as to 
what type of cover it will have, and if we leave the color pictures color, or if they will all 
be black and white. For those of you who have seen parts of the cookbook you will 
know this is truly an Alphonse and Barbara Mages Family history in print, pictures and 
food.  Love, Linda

Cookbook Update
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Gall's Vacation on Lake Vermillion
    Joe and I with our wonderful friends, JoAnn and Paul Neudecker ventured north to 
Lake Vermillion for a week of fishing , and 4 wheeling.  The days were beautiful, 70's 
and 80's all week, when they had cold and rainy at home.  Lots of sunshine with only 
one day of rain, and then we went to “Fortune Bay Casino”, and a great lodge (brand 
new fabulous massive building), called “The End of the Road” on Crane Lake in Crane 
Lake, Mn.  There is no road further at this point to get into Canada, only boats.  We all 
ordered walleye.  Five of the eight days we were on the lake pretty much the whole 
day.  I caught the first fish an 8# Northern which we had to throw back as it was in the 
“SLOT”.  During the week we all caught many perch, sunfish and Northerns.  I had to 
throw another 8# Northern back as did Paul.  The rest we got to keep, and eat.  The 
resort cleaned all our fish as part of their service.  Phersons Resort, Lake Vermillion, 
excellent resort.  JoAnn and I even caught a 4# Northern at the same time.  We were 
both so excited.  Same fish, two hooks, two poles-UNREAL.  This is the part that I 
have been accused of telling a fish story, but it is true.  Joe bought me a new “PINK” 
fishing pole, and I think I out fished him with it.  
     One whole day we 4 wheeled in the Superior State Forest.  Beautiful scenery, but I 
didn't enjoy the mud puddles.  JoAnn didn't either.  Paul said that JoAnn and I were 
made out of the same mold.  I took that as a compliment, as JoAnn is pretty special.  
     We did all our cooking in Paul and JoAnn's cabin, (ours was right next door,) and 
every night we would play cards.  We totaled up our games the last night, and the guys 
beat us by two games, but it will not rest there.  JoAnn and I are out for REVENGE!!
     Other than breakfast, and fish fries, we ate all our meals out.  We went to, “The 
Landing,” the most.  We could reach this wonderful restaurant by our boat.  Very nice 
place on the lake.
     Joe was lucky to get this week off, as he works at the golf course.  He was going to 
retire from the golf course this year, but due to his wonderful bosses illness he said he 
would help out.  We sure had a great week.  Thanks Paul and JoAnn.  Linda

Joe and Linda, JoAnn and Paul Joe and Paul
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Lake Vermillion Continued

The 8# Northern I 
had to throw away

Top Picture: Joe, 
JoAnn and Paul 
getting ready for a 
day of fishing.

JoAnn and Linda 
wih the fish they 
both caught at the 
same time.
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